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HUNTER
For years, Hunter, a global irrigation technology company, struggled to get 
their sales teams to adopt their SugarCRM solution. By using the Splash 

Hunter’s results speak for themselves:
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Challenges
Even for one of the world’s foremost irrigation technology companies, 
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Solutions

 

spent two entire weekends entering and updating contacts that had never 
 

“It was really funny,” says Shoup. “We rolled Splash out to our
domestic sales teams, which is about 120 people. We started
them off easy, with tasks like creating meetings and updating
accounts. On that first Monday, which is their office day, they
went crazy for it. All day long, they were calling us with
questions about how to do various tasks
in Sugar. They wanted those points!” 

 

 

Lasting Results

 “The results were astronomical for us,” Shoup
says. “Just by looking at the numbers, you can see
the dramatic change in our lives. It has been really,
really good.”



FayeBSG is a global technology company that helps companies grow by successfully creating, 
customizing, implementing, and managing industry leading customer experience, CRM, and ERP software 
platforms to meet ever evolving business needs.

As a SugarCRM Elite partner and awarded the 2020 SugarCRM Global Reseller of the Year, FayeBSG is 
also a leading partner with Sage, Zendesk, Ytel, Hubspot and a variety of custom software solutions.

FayeBSG is known for their SugarCRM integrations with Sage 100, Quickbooks, NetSuite, Acumatica, 
Intacct, Constant Contact, Authorize.Net, Hubspot, Ring Central, Box, Jira, Ytel, and more. Services include 
project management, software implementations, consulting, training, custom development, and support.

Specializing in software implementations for a variety of industries, FayeBSG has customized successful 
CRM, ERP and Marketing Automation platforms for a variety of mid-market and enterprise businesses. 

For more information, please visit www.fayebsg.com.
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Before adopting Splash, Hunter had a serious issue with inaccurate, outdated,  
and otherwise “dirty” data within their CRM system. The sales teams simply  
had no incentive for making sure the records were correct, and rarely bothered  
to check. But Splash changed all that by providing a simple incentive  
for updating old customer records, as well as rewards for adding new 
customers, tracking meetings, and doing other essential CRM-based tasks.

Within a year of launching Splash, the company saw the number of new  
contacts created within Sugar rise from 6,800 to 10,300 (a 53% increase).  
New accounts also grew dramatically, from 2,500 from 4,300 (a 72% increase).  
In addition, the sales team also invested a substantial amount of time  
in cleaning up their existing records, with account updates growing from 
5,500 changes in 2017 to over 18,000 in 2018.

contacts (or current information about existing leads and prospects) that 
grew from a mere 6,800 updates to an incredible 109,000 within just one 
year. This situation wasn’t about the sales staff gaming the system either,  
as Splash has robust anti-cheat tools that keep users honest. Instead, they 
were real updates about every potential customer in Hunter’s sales funnel.

Splash has been such as success for Hunter that the company plans to 
expand the system in 2019 and roll it out to their international sales teams.  
The company is also starting to see their investment in SugarCRM pay off  
in a major way.

“They say that something like 70% of CRMs fail, and we’ve 
certainly struggled with ours a few times,” Shoup says. “Our 

we’re doing today is really on the forefront of technology. 
We’re going in a great new direction.”
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